
Rehearsal Report #14 
Director: John Yorke 

PSM: Alison Letsos 
	

Tuesday, January 21, 2020 

Please direct all questions to management at letsos.alison@gmail.com 

 Time: 9:30a-12:22p 
 Location: Tennessee Shakespeare Co, Rehearsal Hall 
 Breaks: 10:36a-10:41a 
 
General 

1. Today we began our day working through some notes from yesterday’s designer run. 
Following that we ran through the show. Obsidian PR was in during the run taking 
footage and stills for social media purposes. 

 
 

Scenic 
1. Can we get a second guitar hook instead of the guitar stand? We have marked 

where it should be placed on the bookshelf with a blue x. 
 

Costumes 
1. We are having consistent issues with Emily’s Lucy beanie staying put on her head. Is 

there anything we can do about this? 
2. Thank you for the new chain for the pocket watch! It works great! 

 

Sound/Music 
1. We have the sound files that we are using for the show in the dropbox in the sound 

folder under final sound files. The only file we do not currently have is the recorded 
voices during the dream sequence. As placeholders, we have left in the 2 star voices 
files as well, however Jo is still working on these sound effects. We will have finals of the 
3 remaining files ASAP. 

 

Lights 
1. Thank you for the lights onstage today! 

 

Props 
1. Can we attach our ribbon to the gift box that we reveal Edward out of? We would still 

like for it to look like the ribbon is tied around the entire box, however we would like for 
Emily to simply lift the lid off instead of having to untie the ribbon. 

2. Would it be possible to cue the biscuit in half to make it thinner? 
3. Alex provided us with a different chain to use with the pocket-watch that works great! 

 

Stage Management 
1. Nothing for today, thanks! 

 

Attendance 
1. Everyone was on time and ready to go! 



 

 

 
Performance Report #11 

Director: John Yorke 
PSM: Alison Letsos 

 
 

 

 

 Sunday, February 9, 2020 
 

Tennessee Shakespeare Company, Tabor Stage 
Please direct all questions to management at Letsos.alison@gmail.com 

 

Start 
Time 

End 
Time 

Total 
Time 

Delays 

House Open 1:30:49 2:02:03 0:31:46 Last minute 
arrivals 

Run-Time 2:02:08 3:15:20 1:13:12 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
House Count: 50 

 
General 

1. Today’s audience was a pretty good size. They were pretty active in their responses 
throughout the show and we had a couple of continuous chuckles from certain audience 
members. 

2. A couple of moments the audience enjoyed: The entire storybook scene, Lucy’s humanlike 
responses during her interactions with Bull and Jack, and the reveal of the fake eaten steak. 

Scenery 

1. Nothing for today, thanks! 

Lighting 
1. About 3 minutes into the show today our LED system for the stars started chaotically flashing 

even though they were working properly during our pre-show checks and at the top of the 
show. When this occurred Alison called Jeremy to ask for troubleshooting methods, which 
resulted in turning off the entire system until Jeremy could arrive to check on things in person. 
Upon Jeremy’s arrival the LEDs were still having major issues, which Jeremy thinks is the result of 
one of the power supplies failing. We decided there was no major troubleshooting method we 
could implement while the show was running so we decided to move forward without the use 
of the stars for the remainder of the show. Jeremy has ordered new power supplies and they 
should arrive prior to our next performance on Wednesday. 

Costumes 

1. Nothing for today, thanks! 

Sound 

1. Nothing for today, thanks! 

Props 
1. The wire in the ears of our Clean Susanna and Malone dolls is beginning to be exposed due to 

the burlap separating/pulling away. Can we look at this? 

Stage Management 

1. Nothing for today, thanks! 

Attendance 

1. Nothing for today, thanks! 


